
Session 3 - Launching a scene

If you need to establish a setting or circumstance, dialogue can be one of the fastest ways to 
accomplish that goal. If you’ve ever taken an improv class, you know that the right question or 
comment can offer details that give the audience (in this case, your reader), instant clues as to 
what’s going on, where we are, and what’s at stake. It has the added plus of launching the 
reader right into the action, so your pacing stays tight and compelling. 

You’ve got a host of tactics at your disposal. Language can infer the social class of your 
character. Colloquialisms can clue us into the location. A question can set the scene without a 
word of description. Your choice of words can even tell us if we should believe the narrator, or if 
perhaps we should be harboring doubts.  

Now, you can’t start every chapter or scene with dialogue. You’ll need to mix it up so that the 
reader feels he or she is getting a diverse experience.  But I find the dialogue technique 
especially powerful in Chapter 1, where you want to get your reader hooked as strongly as 
possible, as fast as possible. If the experts are right and we’ve only got about half a page to pull 
that reader (or editor or agent) in, you can bet I’ll be using dialogue to pack that needed punch.

Let’s take a look at some power-packed examples. See how many things each of these 
snippets of dialogue is able to convey:

Example #1: “It baffles me how y’all can stand to live up here…I’m frozen solid!”

What do we learn? 

Location: we’re somewhere up north

Weather: it’s cold

Character: we’ve got a southerner, likely someone new in town

Attitude: she doesn’t seem especially happy to be where she is, does she?

It might take a whole paragraph of pace-busting description or backstory to get that information 
to your reader.  Instead, you’ve accomplished that goal in 14 words. That’s power worth wielding 
in your favor.

Example #2: “I should never have come.  It is clear your affections lie with her now.” 

What do we know?

Social class: the lack of contractions implies someone of formal breeding

Gender: we know from the way this speaker uses “her” that it’s a man

Circumstance: While there could be several options, the use of “affections” could serve 
as a quick introduction to a love triangle. Had he used “allegiance,” we might be looking 
at political or military intrigue. 

Example #3: “You drop that gun or I’ll blow you so far out of this barn your horse won’t 
even be able to find what’s left o’ya.”

What does this line tell us?



Relationship: these people certainly aren’t on friendly terms

Location: “barn” and “horse” tell us this is likely a rural location

Social class: contractions, word choice, and slang clue us into a rugged character

Each of these examples could launch a scene or chapter with quick power, telling us what might 
otherwise take paragraphs to convey. That’s the high-octane strength of dialogue, and its 
advantage over narrative.

Ready for your movie example? This one’s a bit of a cheat, as it’s a voiceover narrative. Still, it 
serves as a dialogue of sorts between the audience and our heroine, the unsinkable Bridget 
Jones:

BRIDGET: It all began on New Year's Day in my thirty-second year of being single. Once 
again, I found myself on my own and going to my mother's annual turkey curry buffet. 
Every year, she tries to fix me up with some bushy-haired, middle-aged bore and I feared 
this year would be no exception. 
MUM:  There you are, dumpling! 
BRIDGET: My mum--a strange creature from the time when pickles on toothpicks were 
still the height of sophistication. 
Unfortunately, this one doesn’t have a video clip. But what it does have is one of the best one-
word clues into a character: Bridget’s mother. Her use of the word “dumpling” tells us everything 
we need to know about the woman, her place in the world, and her relationship with Bridget. It’s 
brilliant. To this day, I try in every book to include a character that can be summed up in the use 
of a single word. 

Homework: Write a single line of dialogue that conveys at least three pieces of information—
bonus points if you can achieve more!


